
Question Planning Template, 2009 

BLM 2.5                    Posing Powerful Questions 

 

Lesson Title:  Working Backwards Sample 1                                               Grade/Program  MAP4C/MDM4U 

Goals(s) for a Specific Lesson 

Use the stem “Students will:” 

Curriculum Expectations 
MAP4C – Applying Probability 
2.4 Compare, through investigation, the theoretical probability of an event with the experimental probability, 
and explain why they might differ 
MDM4U – Solving Probability Problems Involving Discrete Sample Spaces 
1.4 Determine, through investigation using class generated data and technology-based simulation models the 
tendency of experimental probability to approach theoretical probability as the number of trials in an experiment 
increases 

Big Idea(s) Addressed by the Expectations 
BIN4  Numbers are compared in many ways.  Sometimes they are compared to each other, other times they 
are compared to benchmark numbers. 

Minds On… Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Action! Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Scaffolding Questions (posed to individuals as needed) 

Consolidate/Debrief Sample Question(s) 
How is theoretical probability like experimental probability?  How is it different? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Question Planning Template, 2009 

BLM 2.5                    Posing Powerful Questions 

 

Lesson Title:  Working Backwards Sample 2                                             Grade/Program  MHF4U/MCV4U 

Goals(s) for a Specific Lesson 

Use the stem “Students will:” 

Curriculum Expectations 
MHF4U – Understanding Rates of Change 
1.2 Recognize that the rate of change for a function is a comparison of changes in the dependent variable to 
changes in the independent variable, and distinguish situations in which the rate of change is zero, constant, or 
changing by examining applications including those arising from real-world situations  
MCV4U – Investigating the Concept of the Derivative Function 
2.2 Generate, through investigation using technology, a table of values showing the instantaneous rate of 
change of a polynomial function f(x), for various values of x, graph the ordered pairs, recognise that the graph 

represents a function called the derivative  xf   or 
dx

dy
, and make connections between the graphs of  xf  

and  xf   or y and 
dx

dy
. 

Big Idea(s) Addressed by the Expectations 
BIN 2 Classifying numbers or numerical relationships provides information about the characteristics of the 
numbers or the relationship. 
BIA 2 Comparing mathematical relationships help us see that there are classes of relationships with common 
characteristics and helps us describe each member of the class. 

Minds On… Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Action! Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Scaffolding Questions (posed to individuals as needed) 

Consolidate/Debrief Sample Question(s) 

Use the table of values and/or graph of  xf to describe the rate of change of the function shown. 
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BLM 2.5                    Posing Powerful Questions 

 

Lesson Title:  Working Backwards Sample 3                                               Grade/Program  MCR3U/MCF3M 

Goals(s) for a Specific Lesson 

Use the stem “Students will:” 

Curriculum Expectations 
MCR3U –Determining and Applying Trigonometric Ratios 

1.3 Determine the measures of two angles from 0 to 360 for which the value of a given trigonometric ratio is 
the same 
MCF3M – Connecting Graphs and Equations of Sine Functions 
2.3 Make connections between the sine ratio and the sine function by graphing the relationship between angles 

from 0 to 360  and the corresponding sine ratios, with or without technology, defining this relationship as the 

function   xxf sin , and explaining why the relationship is a function. 

Big Idea(s) Addressed by the Expectations 
BIN 3 There are many equivalent representations for a number or numerical relationship.  Each representation 
may emphasize something different about that number or relationship. 

Minds On… Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Action! Sample Question(s) 

Indicate in brackets the type (open, parallel, other). 

Scaffolding Questions (posed to individuals as needed) 

Consolidate/Debrief Sample Question(s) 

Pick a value between -1 and +1, and name two angles for which xsin  will equal that value. 

 


